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The Secret History
A group exhibition of Gregory Kerr’s Students’ work
Beauty is rarely soft or consolatory.
Quite the contrary.
Genuine beauty is always quite alarming.
~ Donna Tartt, The Secret History (2011:37)

As Donna Tartt’s Secret History dances between the Apollonian and the Dionysian in perfect harmony, so does the teaching style of Dr. Gregory Kerr. The
thematic concept for this group exhibition therefore finds its origin in Tart’s debut novel. Dr. Kerr’s yearly programme, comprising a theme and a vigorous
painting regime, draws aspiring as well as established artists from all over the country, with the hope of gaining acceptance to this élite group of students. The
selection process might be mysterious, but the results are extraordinary. Under his guidance we accomplish the unthinkable. Students are led on a wayward
journey, beset by hedgehogs in their barefoot way, which is the strategy employed to coax students into a reflexive relationship with their work.
A good deal of art teaching is directed towards combatting stereotypes, sterile habits and complacent looking and doing. It is the art teacher’s responsibility to ensure that students are
obliged to engage in relationships with the source material, process and finally, the outcomes in images that are novel, surprising, challenging and difficult (Kerr, 2016:3)

This group exhibition comprises the work of students from the Western Cape, undertaken in workshops from 2016 onward. The year programs entitled; Old
Masters New Spaces (2016), Baroque Theatre Box (2017), Masters of Pop (2018), Cotan on Stage/Classics on Screen (2019) and The Archaeologist’s
Sourcebook (2020), are all aimed at facilitating growth in technique and concept generation among the attending artists.

There is nothing wrong with the love of Beauty. But Beauty - unless she is wed to something more meaningful - is always superficial.
Donna Tartt (2011:480)

The themes have one common thread, drawing from the Renaissance and Baroque periods juxtaposed with Postmodern art movements: the artist is
compelled to generate iconography which challenges and subverts the history of décor and decorum, albeit deeply personal or purely superficial.

I often argue that our business as picture-makers is primarily to beguile the eye. Nothing else matters as much; not accuracy, truth, taste, expectations, science or orthodoxy of any kind.
Nothing is wasted, and no philosophy trumps aesthetics when we are making our work. (Kerr, 2017:3)

The teaching process is a balance between creating chaotic Dionysian grounds, building layer upon layer of patina, and establishing physical history on the
format, all while the artists are being challenged with various interventions ( the hedgehogs), carefully designed to prevent them from slipping into
complacency. As soon as the artists think that they might be on terra firma, the process shifts again, and they are moved from the Dionysian to the Apollonian,
a call to order, to subdue the revelry, through the taming of chaotic grounds. The subsequent layers, bringing order and restoring art principles and elements
are both informed and supported by the underlying history. Art imitates life, the surface being dictated by that which came before. Throughout this process
Kerr’s intent is to undermine simple mimesis, to coax the student into a praxis of image generation, that emerges from literary, philosophical, and cultural soil.

Khalepa ta kala. Beauty is harsh.
The result is an extensive body of work, over 5 years, from students, who have braved the wilderness and emerged, wide-eyed, enlightened and ready to “leave
the phenomenal world, and enter into the sublime (Tartt 2011: 34)
~Laurette de Jager (curator)

GREGORY KERR
BIOGRAPHY:
Born in Johannesburg in 1949, Greg Kerr holds degrees in Fine Arts and English
Literature, as well as a Ph.D., Hermeneutics and Art Discourse, from the University of
Georgia, USA. Greg has taught at various Academic institutions, and has run his own
art school, Greg Kerr Fine Art, since 2001
He has held 25 solo exhibitions and numerous group exhibitions locally and
internationally. His work is held in numerous public and private collections in South
Africa and abroad.
Kerr was awarded The Whitmore Richards Scholarship, for overseas study in 1978,
as well as the Olivetti-Rugantino Award for painting and drawing in 1983. He has
published papers in a wide range of subjects, including poetry, comic strips,
ceramics, art teaching methodology, art history, hermeneutics and language theory.

ALASTAIR CAMPBELL
BIOGRAPHY
Alastair was born in Johannesburg and developed an interest in art at prep school. This all
ended when his family moved to the coast. He rekindled his interest in painting in 2015
when enticed by the offer of wine and canapes at an “Oil Painting for Adults” course. When
he isn’t painting it, he is a fund manager, overseeing three sustainable energy debt funds.
Despite pursuing a career in finance, Alastair admits that for the last thirty years he quietly
nurtured a desire to paint again as a way of satisfying his creative side; something that his
job in finance was never going to satisfy. He has attended several of Greg Kerr’s workshops
and he considers his work to be in a growth phase across all media where he is developing
an appreciation of technique, brush work and colour mixing. He has developed a preference
for painting landscapes in pastels, watercolour and oils.
ARTIST STATEMENT:

Alastair Campbell, Girl with a white dook
(2017). Oil on canvas, 61cm x 51cm, unframed.

I constantly find myself struggling with the contradiction that being a banker brings to the
process of creating a unique piece of artwork. On the one hand my natural inclination is to
bring order to the creative process and to know what the end goal is before starting a
painting. On the other hand, this entrenched mindset serves only to constrain my creative
processes. It therefore came as no surprise to me that my journey with Greg has been
challenging at every turn. Nevertheless my quest to find out what works for me is a happy
one. It has provided me with a wealth of techniques across all mediums, truly discovering
colour, colour mixing, hues, brushstrokes, and glazing. If there is one, my end-goal is to find
my own unique way of expressing myself through painting. For the moment though, I am
just enjoying the ride.

Alastair Campbell, Quantum of sunlight (2019).
Oil on canvas, 61cm x 61cm, unframed.

AMANDA HAYES
BIOGRAPHY
Amanda Hayes works as a strategic
planner, workshop facilitator and project
developer. She paints figuratively, loves
colour and is happiest when breaking
rules and playing. She has no institutional
art training. She has been a student of
Greg Kerr’s since 2013; the effect of this
is often to be seen in the eclectic
personal and art-historical imagery in her
work. She does not usually paint to sell,
but sometimes gives away work on
impulse.
Left:
Amanda Hayes, The Watcher (2020).
Acrylic and oil on canvas, 60cm x 80,
unframed.
Right:
Amanda Hayes, Astral Seneca –
Losing my religion (2021). Acrylic
and oil on canvas, 104,5cm x 74cm,
unframed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
My paintings are
personal and whimsical,
created in the face of the
contradictions of a life of
comfort and ease in a
sea of human suffering
and environmental
destruction. I paint to
assert calm, order and
tranquillity in my own
life. Not to ignore
suffering and
destruction, but to
prevent being
overwhelmed by it.
Right:
Amanda Hayes, The art
of other paintings
(2021). Acrylic and oil on
canvas, 104,5cm x 74cm,
unframed.

ANNARI VAN DER MERWE
BIOGRAPHY
Annari van der Merwe was born and spent the
formative years of her life in the Great Karoo. She
now lives in Cape Town. She pursues many
interests but tries to paint full-time. Although her
formal career was in book publishing, she
considers being a painter an equally important, if
late, career. Painting, she believes, whilst
ostensibly far removed from book publishing,
shares with it the need for close attention to
detail if the singularity of the work is to fully
emerge. She started painting in 2014, under the
tutelage of Greg Kerr. Van der Merwe has
participated in group exhibitions in Bellville,
Wellington, Graaff-Reinet and Cape Town, where
her first solo exhibition, My Grand Tour, was
hosted by the Cape Gallery in 2018. In 2021, the
Breytenbach Gallery in Wellington showcased her
second solo exhibition, Elegie vir die Karoo.
Annari van der Merwe, Op die voorstoep (2017).
Mixed media on canvas, 70cm x 100cm, framed.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
When painting, I work around a specific theme
which I then explore in a series of twelve large
paintings. Thus Op die voorstoep formed part of
the series My Grand Tour with which I pay
homage to the Old Masters who lay the
foundation of Western painting; visually recall
places I have visited on my travels, and finally, use
a recurring motif (my Bengal cat) to create a sense
of continuity and add an ironic twist. Likewise,
Groen weivelde was part of the series Elegie vir
die Karoo. Based on the interior spaces of houses I
intimately knew as a child, when they throbbed
with life and warmth, the series tries to evoke
both time past and time present – through the
tangible remains of a gentler time. The exhibiton
was dedicated to David Goldblatt who not only
inspired the idea of a visual essay but also the
theme itself, for we shared a deep love for the
Karoo.
Annari van der Merwe, Groen weivelde (2020). Oil
on canvas, 80cm x 110cm, unframed.

BRIDGET SHELTON
BIOGRAPHY
Bridget Shelton has been painting since entering the Michaelis School of Fine Arts in
1979. After graduating, she pursued this vocation in tandem with a stimulating
career as an art teacher. In her retirement she works full-time from her studio in
Johannesburg. Her professional work has been influenced by a long-time association
with the artist-teacher Gregory Kerr and more recently, Diane Victor. Her work has
been displayed at a few group shows . A two-women show, ‘Collaboration” held at
The Stokvel Gallery in September 2021, included paintings and drawings completed
over the past 18 months.
ARTISTS STATEMENT:
My work over the past few years has focussed increasingly on an exploration of my
own history and identity, and the self-portraits and landscapes that have emerged
are characterised by a preoccupation with textural mark-making, elusive form and
unconventional technical and medium processes. Typically, a self-portrait will
emerge from a journey that has co-opted photographs, sketch books and collaged
imagery to arrive at an oil painting or charcoal drawing that stops short of
description and allows a reflexive interaction in which the viewer is invited to
participate in a final consummation of the form.
Bridget Shelton, Lunch looking at Mont Blanc
(2020). Oil on canvas, 150cm x 100cm, unframed.

CLEA WITTE
BIOGRAPHY
Clea is from Cape Town, South Africa but was born in Pretoria, in 1969, her
childhood was
spent with her family in the United States, Germany, Belgium and South
Africa.
She studied Graphic Design at the Ruth Prowse School of Art and Design
and
received her diploma in 1995. Having spent many years in the corporate
field she started
paining in 2010 and by 2011 opened her small business, The Trotting
Trestle studio. Clea has participated in numerous group exhibitions since
and her work is found in private collections in South Africa and abroad.

Clea Witte, Just add Toast (2018). Mixed media on
Fabriano Artistico 300gsm, 60cm x 50cm, framed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
“I am not a painter; I am a poet.
Why? I think I would rather be
a painter, but I am not. Well,
for instance, Mike Goldberg
is starting a painting. I drop in.
“Sit down and have a drink” he
says. I drink; we drink. I look
up. “You have SARDINES in it.”
“Yes, it needed something there.”
“Oh.” I go and the days go by
and I drop in again. The painting
is going on, and I go, and the days
go by. I drop in. The painting is
finished. “Where’s SARDINES?”
All that’s left is just
letters, “It was too much,” Mike says. ~ Frank O’Hara
Unlike Frank O'Hara I am a painter, and sometimes like Mike Goldberg,
I am a painter of Sardines.

Clea Witte, Sardines too (2018). Mixed media on
Fabriano Artistico 300gsm, 60cm x 50cm, framed.

DEREK SILBERBLATT
BIOGRAPHY
Derek Silberblatt was born in Johannesburg and has a
B.Pharm degree from Rhodes University, worked in the
Pharmaceutical Industry, now retired and living in
Hermanus. Derek showed an interest in the arts from an
early age and purposefully developed his artistic talents.
Derek attended a series of art classes at the Ruth Prowse
School of Art in Cape Town in the 1980s. In the 1990s he
moved to East London where he attended workshops with
Bernard Barry. Derek was privileged to be accepted as a
student of Greg Kerr in 2018, where he learnt numerous
technical skills and gained knowledge in all forms of
artistic expression and the history of art. Derek’s
preference is charcoal drawings and oil painting mainly, of
natural flora/fynbos and landscapes to show the
biodiverse nature of the world at large. His style manifests
in a structured visionary, realistic and simplistic approach.
Derek Silberblatt, Casablanca Adieu (2019). Mixed
media on canvas, 80cm X 60cm, unframed.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
Both works on exhibition were generated from
early classical movie images. A photographic
scene from a movie was first created in a
complex charcoal drawing and then elements
from these drawings were then transferred onto
canvas by a process of acrylic pastel
underpainting of the grounds and images and
then converting to a rich oil painting using
various techniques of detailed wet into wet and
dry brush fine painting and glazing. The works
are simplistic in their image making in an
endeavour to create an emotional ambiance in
terms of the use of the colour hues with a
strong interior and exterior spatial element and
the placement and use of figures and the
composition thereof.
Derek Silberblatt, Classic Charlie and The
Vampire (2019). Mixed media on canvas,
80cm X 60cm, unframed.

DOREEN J. DAUBERMANN

BIOGRAPHY
Doreen was born in Mazabuka, Luapula, Zambia.
Growing up a Farmer’s daughter with pencil in hand,
meant a great love of the outdoors, animals and humans
with all their interesting idiosyncrasies. Drawing,
painting and working with clay, has been a lifetime of
creation, hugely enjoyed and continually learning.
Gardening has been her parallel occupation, from which
she retired at 77. Art is now a full-time commitment, if a
little late in life, her attitude is “There is always time if
you use it well. The first Greg Kerr Workshop was offered
by SASA in Newlands, 2003. One day of working with
pastels with Greg, and Doreen stepped onto an inspiring
path. In 2020 Dr Greg Kerr kindly offered, an Online
Workshop, exploring and working with dry mediums,
which have proved an ongoing endeavour. Other tutors,
who have held classes and/or Workshops Doreen has
attended are Mrs Izod, in Zimbabwe, François Roux,
Ryno Swart and Eric Laubscher.

Doreen Daubermann, Madame Night
Owl (2016) Oil on canvas, 60cm x 80cm,
unframed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
I have always felt creating, whether it has been
my work as a Professional Gardener for the last
30+ years, and in the printing and graphic trade
before that, is what makes my day go around,
happily, rewarding me and giving a great feeling
of peace. I find expressing myself in any topic, is
better understood by, quick, explanatory
drawings. Both at work and in my studio, a good
eye for both balance and colour, feeling and
imagination, are essential. Trees, I find
particularly pleasing, they show strength,
balance and elegance offering a great challenge
to draw or paint. Transferring that grace and
elegance, balance and optimism, a strong flash
of colour, I find most pleasing. Now in later life, I
find accepting the challenges of drawing,
painting, and even a bit of clay modelling, a
very fulfilling lifestyle. Retirement is anything
but . . . .

Doreen Daubermann, After Vermeer (2016).
Oil on canvas, 60cm x 80cm, unframed.

ELEANORA HOFER
BIOGRAPHY

Eleanora Hofer lives and works in Cape Town and in Germany. She holds
qualifications in graphic design (Durban Technical College) and in
printmaking (The Polish University Abroad - in London) BA Fine Art – cum
laude. Hofer has taken part in many international print exhibitions and
biennials. Some more recent exhibitions include the 2018 Woordfees in
Stellenbosch, the XVII International Biennial of Small Graphics in Lodz,
Poland and the 20th International Print Biennial in Bulgaria – both in 2019.
In 2020 she was accepted to participate in the prestigious International
Triennial of Small Graphic Forms in Lodz, Poland and in the 10th
International Printmaking Biennial of Douro in Portugal. Presently Hofer is
participating in an art and poetry book project series in Königswinter
Germany. The books are to be published in 2020/2021. They are entitled
“EXCELLENT ART II”, “Moonlight Sonatas – 250th Anniversary of Ludwig
van Beethoven” and “Flowers for Monet”.

Eleanora Hofer, pulling strings I (2020). Charcoal on paper, 48.5cm x
37cm, framed

ARTIST STATEMENT:
The term “space” has been preoccupying me for some time – ever
since Greg Kerr’s workshop programme entitled Old Masters in New
Spaces (2016). I prefer the term vacant space which presents an
exciting background and starting point for endless objects to fill it with.
An empty space is seldom totally devoid of objects. Even abstract space
- as in our minds – is not vacuous but continually invaded by thoughts
and ideas.
In my drawings the spaces are interior, exterior or a combination of
both and set in a dark, moonlit atmosphere.
“pulling strings I” (2020) depicts a sparse moonscape – invaded by a
variety of incongruous moving objects – a flying toy aeroplane,
medieval hunting dogs and mischievous cherubs. The scene is
theatrical and dramatic. Why these objects are present and what they
are doing, I leave to the observer to decide and no doubt, each person
would come to a different conclusion!

Eleanora Hofer, pulling strings III (2020). Charcoal on paper, 48.5cm x
37cm, framed

FRANCOIS JOUBERT
BIOGRAPHY
Francois was born and bred in Paarl. From a young age he was exposed to
art by a mother who was a skilled artist and supreme crafter. After
completing his studies in Bloemfontein, he registered as an architect. A
long career in Government followed. He retired 5 years ago and started to
pursue his artistic talent. Francois now practices his art from “pop-up”
studios in Bloubergrant and Struisbaai.
ARTIST STATEMENT:
The late afternoon sun is glaring horizontally into the San People’s Cave
above Elands Bay. The visitors with covid face masks and sunglasses cast
their modern shadows over artworks and stories of a long-forgotten
civilization.

Francois Joubert, Elandsbaai Grotte (2021). Oil on canvas, 84cm X 60cm,
unframed.

HELEN GRELICHE-SMITH
BIOGRAPHY
Helen Greliche Smith is a radiographer who was born in Pretoria and now lives
in Gqeberha. Apart from a six month course on Colour given by Fiona Kirkwood
at Natal University and a weeks art course in Tuscany given by Chris Bell, her
formal art education has been under the tutelage of Greg Kerr whose
workshops she has been attending since the early 2000s. She has participated in
a number of group exhibitions arising from the workshop programmes.
ARTIST STATEMENT
Much of the course content I have experienced in Greg’s workshops calls on
students to tap into visual sources that are diverse and historical but also
personal. In this work, Forty Years On, I responded to a suggestion from my
sister, Susan Greliche, to co-opt a painting she had given me forty years ago and
to make it a kind of collaboration. I used the original piece as a ground for the
introduction of images and references that have emerged from my workshops
with Fiona and Greg. It is thus a collaboration between four separate
protagonists
Helen Greliche-Smith, Forty Years On (2020). Oil on canvas,
137cm x 117cm, unframed.

INGRID COERLIN
BIOGRAPHY
Living in the Western Cape for over 10 years, active visual artist, several
exhibitions around the country i.e. opposing the proposed fracking,
Reddataist, awarded artist during the XIth Florence Biennale category
Digital Art, part of various creative groups – i.e. Cap Contemporary Art
Practice Elfriede Dreyer – Elevate Spirit Through Art Helen van Stolk –
Visual Art Greg Kerr

Ingrid Coerlin, Disorder (2020). Oil and collage on canvas, 90cm x 60cm,
unframed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
In 2019 the Prado was celebrating its 200th anniversary – Velázquez's
painting Las Meninas is possibly one of the most recognized and
valuable pieces in the gallery. Millions of visitors come to view the little
girl in the middle – Infanta Margarita Teresa – her face on most of the
memorabilia in the museum shop.
But very few of the onlookers know about her tragic life. Married at 14
– her husband was her uncle as well as her cousin, great-grandfather of
both the Spanish King Philip II , weakened due to four live childbirths
and at least two miscarriages during her marriage, Margarita died on
12 March 1673, at the age of 21.
By marriage to Leopold I, Holy Roman Empress, German Queen,
Archduchess of Austrian, Queen of Hungary and Bohemia, called by her
husband ‘meine Gretl’, by parents and close friends ‘little angel’, King
Philip IV called her ‘my joy’ – for me, she became ‘my Infanta’ .

Ingrid Coerlin, Doxy (2020). Oil on canvas, 90cm x 60cm, unframed.

INGRID ENGELBRECHT
BIOGRAPHY
Ingrid Engelbrecht was born in Mutare, Zimbabwe and
grew up in Johannesburg and Nelspruit, Mpumalanga.
After school she studied at the University of
Stellenbosch, and completed a BA in Fine Arts and a
postgraduate degree in Illustration. She has done
illustrations for Maskew Miller Longman, taken part in
some small private and group exhibitions and done
commissions in the time since. Her favoured media are
charcoal, pen and ink, pastels and oil paints. Having
grown up in the beautiful Highveld and later the
Lowveld, and travelled extensively throughout Southern
Africa, she has been greatly influenced and inspired by
the African landscape and natural flora and fauna. The
abundant textures, colours and life of Africa. The themes
she has gravitated to are mainly centred around women,
food and the environment. Another huge influence was
from Greg Kerr, the artist and extraordinary teacher.
With his playful philosophy towards art and art making.

Ingrid Engelbrecht, Patriarchy (2020). Oil on canvas,
60cm x 80cm, unframed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:

I created these works during a workshop with Greg
Kerr called “Classics on Screen”, starting in 2019
and completing them in 2020 during another
workshop called “The Archaeologist’s Suitcase”.
The brief was to take imagery from old black and
white movies and re-invent them on the canvas,
with a series of interventions to create interesting
imagery. What evolved out of the subject matter
were these two paintings exploring the ideas of
patriarchy and subservience. The materials were
used playfully and various techniques were used to
create interesting spatial relationships and effects
to explore the subjects.

Ingrid Engelbrecht, Subservience (2020).
Oil on canvas, 60cm x 80cm, unframed.

JEN SUE LEWIS

BIOGRAPHY
Jen Lewis completed a BA Degree at Rhodes University. She taught Children’s Art at Ruth Prowse
Art School and Micklefield whilst attending The Foundation Studio in Woodstock concentrating
mainly on Graphic Art and drawing. In 1988/89 she completed an Honours Degree in Book
Illustration at Stellenbosch University and later began painting. Between 2009 and 2019 she
immersed herself in the London Art scene attending The Slade, Heatherley’s Art College and
Central St Martins. Back in South Africa she organized private Work Shops facilitated by Judith
Mason, Paul Emsley, Laura Emsley and Nigel Mullins. She also attended courses given by Greg
Kerr. She has participated in a number of Group Exhibitions.
ARTIST STATEMENT

I have been fortunate enough to travel broadly and become a sophisticated connoisseur of the arts and
their content but my enduring desire to create is frequently interrupted! Alas, 'the, 'thread' is often
broken'. My body of work exhibits a multiplicity of styles and mediums. My subject matter is equally
varied depending on circumstances, situations and my personal, psychological whims. For instance,
whilst working for a proposed exhibition with Judith Mason, my subject matter made statements relating
to the social context of South Africa today and I often concern myself with politics, social unrest etc.
Content with significant meaning satisfies me. Gestural life drawing has always given me tremendous
satisfaction and my frequent connection with Wild Life leads to satisfaction depicting animals
imaginatively. Had I more creative time, my inclination would be to continue exploring. During the time I
have left I would love to find a less inhibited, more authentic and original voice and produce some
significant work!

Jen Sue Lewis, Guarding the Planet (2016). Oil on Canvas, 84 x 89 cm Framed.

JUDY MCKUNE
BIOGRAPHY

Judy Mckune was born in Cape Town and still lives in Cape Town, she had a
career in Architectural Draughting, Craft markets, making appliqued items,
toys and children’s clothing.
McKune attended Ruth Prowse School of Art, first as a part time student
and later as fulltime student in the Fine Arts department. Happy times
being tutored by amongst others, Eric Laubscher, Edwine Simon, Maureen
Langley, Ryno Swart, Jonathan Comerford, Jan Visser. Judy chose to focus
on two-dimensional work: drawing, mixed media and painting.
Judy has continued to attend short workshops that have influenced her
work. Some of those being with Judith Mason, Paul Emsley and Cyril
Coetzee. Greg Kerr courses over many years have been a big part of her
painting / creative experience which has altered her approach to making
art. She has participated in a number of group exhibitions/ competitions in
and around Cape Town.
Judy Mckune, Decision Making II (2017). Oil on canvas, 76cm
x 51cm, framed

ARTIST STATEMENT:
I have attended a number of courses with Greg Kerr taking unlikely
routes and experiencing unlikely situations. The accumulated imagery
can be personal, amusing, or narrative, surprising myself by using
unlikely sources and images. The results are often a surprise and
“precious” parts obliterated, not always happily. Trust the mentor!
Ultimately making it my own which can take time, living with, or
ignoring the effort and having an aha moment at which point I can win
or lose or wait for the next revelation. For me it is important to have an
emotional connection to what I am doing. It can be high or low energy,
the image itself, colour and the materials used. Matters of local,
national, international news creep into the image, mostly an
unconscious influence. I love drawing and painting and prefer what I do
to be a communication with the canvas and myself. More unconscious
than conscious and with a love to simply create.

Judy Mckune, Decision Making III (2017). Oil on canvas, 70cm x 55cm,
framed

Judy Mckune,
Decision Making I
(2017). Oil on canvas,
55cm x 80cm, framed

LAURETTE DE JAGER
BIOGRAPHY
Laurette de Jager holds a MA in Visual Arts (Unisa) (Cum Laude), ND in Jewellery Design & Manufacture (CPUT) and an NHD In Jewellery Design
and Manufacture (CPUT). Laurette has achieved several awards during her career as a professional jewellery designer. She lives, works and
teaches in the Northern suburbs of Cape Town. De Jager has participated in numerous group exhibitions, her work is represented in private
collections in South Africa and abroad. The concept of making strange the familiar and familiar the strange is a leitmotif in Laurette’s work. While
her style has been described as contemporary surrealism, her work focuses on looking beyond the discernible to that which functions as
undercurrents for society. Her MVA exhibition, Poetry of Decay was exhibited at the art. B gallery (March 2019) and at Youngblood Africa
(October 2019). Laurette made her curatorial debut with the exhibition and accompanying webinar titled Apart / A Part exhibited at art.b in
November 2020.
ARTIST STATEMENT:
This series came into being, during a visit to the oceanside town of Hermanus in 2019. Over the past 3 decades I have documented the oceanic
life of this specific stretch of ocean, and my family’s influence on it, many times over. Watching my children frolic in the waves, I realised that
they were oblivious to the pivotal role the oceans play in keeping our planet at a liveable temperature (Bloom 2018). Similarly, humanity is
oblivious to the influence we have on our environment. The realisation dawned on me that we are living our lives as though we are in a sci-fi
novel; the natural inhabitants of the ocean, morph into alien warships poised to intervene. The only trace of humanity is the human hybrids
emerging from the ocean, they inhabit a dual space, they are us / and not us. Childlike figures comprising of Jellyfish flesh, finally the biomimicry
denotes man being at one with nature

Laurette de Jager, The Day The Earth Stood
Still (2020). Oil on canvas, 60cm x 60cm,
unframed.

Laurette de Jager, The Boy with All the Gifts
(2020). Oil on canvas, 60cm x 60cm,
unframed.

Laurette de Jager, After Earth (2020).
Oil on canvas, 60cm x 60cm, unframed.

LEE-ANN ORMaNDY BECKER
BIOGRAPHY
Lee-Ann Ormandy-Becker was born in Mbabane, Swaziland in 1962 but
her parents returned to South Africa when she was two years old. She now
resides in Rooiels where she works full-time in her studio.
After a year in USA as a Rotary Exchange Student, Lee-Ann registered with
the Natal Technicon for a Fine Arts Diploma but didn’t complete the
diploma. She did one year with UNISA. Lee-Ann had her first solo
exhibition at NSA Gallery 1997 and has participated in a number of group
exhibitions over the years. Lee-Ann had a painting selected for the Brett
Kebble 2004 exhibition and was awarded a Merit Award by CSA Western
Cape for her ceramics in 2019.
Both clay and oil paint are part of Lee-Ann’s creative process, with her
having to divide her time between the two mediums and they both reflect
Lee-Ann’s need to work with texture and tactility.

LeeAnn Ormandy Becker, The Ugly Duckling (2020). Oil and Porcelain on
board, 85cm x 65cm, framed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
When I paint, my need to explore the visceral quality of oil paint is
overwhelming. The urge to push and pull, to squeeze and squash the paint
into an emotion, influences every painting that I paint.This urge to use paint
as a medium through which I can convey subconscious emotions is
particularly evident when I paint with black paint. Black absorbs all colour. It
grabs and tightly holds light. It conceals yet also reveals. With my black
paintings, the paint is manipulated to appear as the subconscious and
hidden agendas of life, pushing up from the deep to pressurize the surface.
Scarring and explosions emerge through the surface of the paint.
I try to express, through the use of black paint, how the hidden always
influences the seen.

LeeAnn Ormandy Becker, When Things Go Bang(2020). Oil and
Porcelain on board, 85cm x 65cm, framed.

LEZ DOR
BIOGRAPHY

Lez Dor was born in SA, & lives in Gqeberha. She
holds a Fine Art degree from NMU, and a Postgrad.
Dip. in Tertiary Education from Unisa. She served a
year as Chair of ArtEC in PE, and was a finalist in
the Windsor & Newton Millennium painting
competition. The natural and urban environment,
and our relationship with land & place, is an
ongoing exploration. Recently, her work has
included portraiture and narrative compositions.
Dor served two years as chair of the PE branch of
WESSA. She features in the book “Art and Artists of
the Eastern Cape”, published in 2011. Her
preferred medium is oil on canvas. She likes larger
format, & has a formal approach to painting - an
influence of well-known Eastern Cape artists Neil
Rodger, Prof. Robert Brooks, and Dr Greg Kerr. She
presently has work in the GFI Gallery, the ArtEC
gallery, the Cape Gallery and the Nelson Mandela
Art Museum.
Lez Dor, Inner City Blues (2019). Oil on canvas,
90cm x 120cm, unframed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
No matter the subject matter - landscape,
cityscape, portrait - I am always exploring the many
aspects of inclusion and exclusion, whether subtle
or overt, imposed or chosen. This may be layered
with additional political, social or ecological
reference, but always, questions about solitude and
our relationships with the world and each other are
present.
I relate to artists who worked in the realm of the
poetic or strange, e.g. Turner, Harald Sohlberg,
Odilon Redon, Edward Hopper, Andrew Wyeth &
Max Ernst. I am drawn to the ‘absence of the
presence’, but recently started including figures, in
the exploration of a personal narrative. The urban
landscape is an exciting subject – how densely
populated our cities are, yet how solitary the human
condition is. How harsh and random much of the
built environment is, and yet, what ineluctable
beauty it has. I work on slightly larger format (±1m2)
stretched canvas, in acrylic & oil.

Lez Dor, Breathe (2019). Oil on canvas, 90cm x
120cm, unframed

MERIEL MAY
BIOGRAPHY
Meriel May was born in Pretoria and has not wandered far from her roots,
now residing in Lonehill, Johannesburg, which also incorporates her studio
space.
Meriel went to the Johannesburg School of Art where she studied Fine
Arts/Teaching. Training was also received from Cyril Lord in Textile
Designing where she worked in this discipline. Ceramics was learnt in
Digby Hoets' Studio in Midrand, and she became a thrown and decorated
dinnerware maker. Later she was tutored by Dr. Gregory Kerr, who was
instrumental in, not so gently, bringing to life paintings which had been
brewing for years!
She works as an artist currently and has been able to bring to her paintings
the discipline and craft learned in previous occupations.

Meriel May, Hothouse I (2020). Oil on canvas, 59,4cm x 42cm, unframed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
My initial portrayal of undergrowth was to illustrate the conditions of
rampant corruption and the failure of government to restrain the abuse of
power prevalent in the country. There is an attempt to restrain this and
broken fencing has been incorporated in places. Hothouses are places of
safety and nutriment and ravens are the ever-present opportunists! My
constant inspiration is natural growth and the light and dark within it, and
their reflection on the streams and waterways. Latterly the beauty of the
weeds in the undergrowth has been a promise of progress. It is weeds in
profusion. Weeds growing where no others dare, they grow unaided, some
providing food, all being as exuberant as they are able. The Albrecht Durer
studies, Ray Harris-Chings painting of ferns and jungles, and Judith Masons
sensuous drawing have all been inspirational.
Watercolour, Charcoal, and Oil painting are all employed and enjoyed in my
paintings. Each bringing their own magic to play.

Meriel May, Jess (2020). Oil on canvas, 59,4cm x 42cm, unframed.

Meriel May, Hothouse III
(2020). Oil on canvas,
42cm x 59.4cm,
unframed.

MONIQUE DAY WILDE
BIOGRAPHY
Monique started her career as a textile designer working in the hand weaving industry designing rugs and tapestries, completing many commissions.
She has also lectured at the Bloemfontein Technikon and the London School of Fashion in Johannesburg.
Winner of the Art.b book arts competition in 2014, Monique has also had 15 works selected as a finalist in The Vuleka Art Competition over a number
of years (2nd place in 2016 and merit award in 2018). She’s been selected 6 times as a Finalist in the Tollman Bouchard Finlayson Tondo competition,
and made the top 100 Portrait selection in the South African Portrait competition, 2021. The author/co-author of 14 ‘how to’ Art books, some
translated and published abroad, Monique has also illustrated 5 adult colouring-in books, all published by Metz Press.
Monique has work in private collections in the United Kingdom, Netherlands, France, USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.
ARTIST STATEMENT:
Inspired by the natural world around me, I usually start my work with botanical monoprints, creating landscapes with materials from the landscape and
work in ink and acrylics, this oil on canvas is not so far from home. As regular visitors to the village in which I live, baboons are an integral part of our
ecosystem. At the start of this painting I didn’t have anything particular in mind, other than using a photo reference, taken months before. The
painting grew into what I thought was a whimsical take on a real character. Little did I know how prophetic it was as the baboon has been killed by the
management in the area. This has become a poignant reminder that these creatures are part of our environment, part of our history, and hopefully
part of the future too.
Monique Day-Wilde, Here’s Looking at you Babe! (2021). Oil on Canvas, 60 x 90cm,
unframed. .

PETER SCHUMANN
BIOGRAPHY

Peter Schumann was born in 1951 in Zambia in the
mining town of Luanshya in the Copperbelt. In 1961
the family moved to Johannesburg.His parents, both
lovers of the arts, encouraged his talent for drawing
and painting from an early age. He studied
architecture at the University of the Orange Free
State in Bloemfontein, graduating in 1975. From
1976 he practiced in Cape Town, working mainly on
sport-related projects. On retiring in 2010 and
working from his studio at home he painted portraits,
landscapes and still lifes in oil and watercolour. He set
up and still maintains life-drawing sessions at the
Observatory Community Centre every Friday
morning. Peter’s aim for a second career as an artist
was supported by three art workshops (2018, 2019
and 2020) with Greg Kerr. Three of the painting
exercises undertaken in this period are exhibited in
this exhibition of student work.
Peter Schuman, Gauguin and Friends(2016).Oil on
canvas, 60cm x 80cm, unframed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
Having dabbled in drawing, oil, acrylic and watercolour since
childhood and student days, I set out to paint more consistently
when I retired; to start a second career I told myself. I produced
passable portraits, still lifes and landscapes. My training as an
architect provided a good point of departure Margie Johnson was
my mentor in watercolour for many years. Artists Jill Trappler, Edie
Wilson and Adolfo McQue taught me the basics of oil painting.The
Greg Kerr workshops that I attended later on really rattled my cage,
just as he intended. The teaching devices that he employs enable
this student to find (at least in part) his own undiscovered expression
and capacity. Greg’s emphasis on the appreciation of other artists,
their style, technique, medium and subject matter really resonated
with me. Greg encourages his students to paint every day. The
successful ones do! Be warned Schumann. Time is tight.

Peter Schuman, Camps Bay Drama (2016).Oil on canvas,
76cm x 61cm, unframed.

Peter Schuman, Tinted Turmoil
(2017). Oil on canvas, 60cm x
80cm, unframed. R7 000

RICHARD HAYES
BIOGRAPHY:
Before art Richard was an innocent techy until he was lured into art with the story, "Of
course everyone can draw!" Now Richard finds himself overwhelmed by choices. In an art
shop Richard wants to touch everything, play with everything and take it all home with
him which results in him working in all the media that he can find and trying to learn as
much as possible about everything. This results in a weird and wonderful assemblage of
complete and partially complete projects in a wide range of media. Richard has an
incomplete art degree and a number of complete and in progress art courses given by
two accomplished artists and teachers (Greg Kerr and Laurette de Jager) whose patient
guidance keep him from the worst excesses of his imagination. Richard is having fun.
ARTISTS STATEMENT:I love stories so when I create, there has to be at least one story if
not more. My stories start with a simple image and grow from there. Uncertain Times is
an image of instability and entrapment. A man in a plague mask stands in a room where
the ground is unstable and blood coloured while a pale moon and red orb float in
opposition, and strange phantom creatures attempt to climb out of the walls. Uncertain
Times has themes of instability and entrapment which haunt all my work. I am intrigued
by Surrealism especially Dali and Carrington, however modern Surrealists are exhibiting
art on web sites that re-imagine reality in new and exciting ways which encourages me to
tinker with my reality. Uncertain Times is a comment on the effects that the pandemic
has had on me and the world in general.
Richard Hayes, Uncertain Times (2020).Oil on canvas, 54cm x 40cm,
unframed.

RIX WELLMANN
BIOGRAPHY
Rix Wellmann is a full-time artist living and working in Rooiels surrounded by fynbos and
situated closely between the sea and Klein Hangklip Mountain. Wellmann’s primary
focus has been art since her formative years. Her artistic training included time spent at
Stellenbosch University, The Foundation School of Art in Cape Town and tuition with
Prof Gregory Kerr.
Visuals have always been her dominant way of communicating, using colour and mark
making to express a sense of play and joy in her creations. Fascinated by the connection
between humans and nature, specifically mammals, Wellmann uses the seven shared
primal emotions to create visual stories. Incorporating the elements of earth, air, fire,
and water she evokes a sense of nature’s energy.
Wellmann’s work can be found in private collections both locally and abroad. Recent
exhibitions include In Conversation With Colour Symphony at the Rupert Museum,
Graaf-Reinet and Art B Tiny Treasures group exhibition, Cape Town.

Rix Wellmann, Life and Death (2020), Charcoal on Fabriano 300gsm paper,
57.5cm x 80.5cm,framed.

ARTISTS STATEMENT:

My art is a visual language that helps me understand
the world we live in and is one of the tools in life that
keep me grounded, yet attached to the nature of what
is. I find the essence of emotion in everything I draw,
paint or sculpt. Whether plant or animal, I depict the
humanenergy, and frequently use nature to tell the
human Story. I feel that my work inspires people to look
at life through a different lens. I’m intrigued by the
drawings of Diane Victor, WilliamKentridge and Paul
Emsley, my colour inspiration comes from Pierre
Bonnard, and Vincent Van Gogh. Sculpturally, I am in
awe of Rodin and have also always loved Dylan Lewis’s
work. It is of the utmost importance for me to immerse
myself into any artwork once inspiration hits and I am
fortunate to be able to express myself in a variety of
mediums.
Rix Wellmann, Point of view (2020), Oil on canvas,
57.5cm x 80.5cm, unframed.
Overleaf:
Rix Wellmann, Mysterious Nature (2020) Oil on canvas,
60cm x 100cm, framed.

ROSE LAZARUS
BIOGRAPHY
Born in South Africa 1972,
lives in Johannesburg.
Completed Diploma in
Ceramic Design (Wits
Technikon) 1994.
Worked as web designer and
community art councillor.
Started painting in 2017 and
studying under Greg Kerr in
2019.
Figurative painter in acrylic
and oil.

Rose Lazarus, Charlie's
Dervish (2021). Oil on
canvas, 100cm x 140cm,
framed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
Paintings are a result of course work from Greg Kerr’s
Fine Art Program (2019 to present).
Themes emerging from my work are the idea of liminal
space, the in-between, twilight and shadow, the seen
and the unseen. I am attempting to explore the
sensation of non-duality, the ambiguous “other” or
middle way.
I am interested in pursuing an increasingly
subconscious way of working inspired by the
experience of everyday life and the vast offering of
virtual content through the media.
“Art to me is an anecdote of the spirit, and the only
means of making concrete the purpose of its varied
quickness and stillness”. Mark Rothko

Rose Lazarus, STOP (2020). Oil on canvas, 75cm x 75cm,
framed.

SONJA KASTNER
BIOGRAPHY
Sonja Kastner was born and schooled in Namibia, after which she
completed her studies in Textile Design at the Ruth Prowse School of
Art.
Clay became her medium of choice after 15 years of working in the
Textile Industry and she is known today primarily for her quirky ceramic
plates that have been represented in a number of group exhibitions,
both national and international.
In painting, pastels and oil are preferred mediums and the theme of
quirkyness, ambiguity and social comment is a common denominator
throughout her work.
ARTIST STATEMENT:
The Departure came about as part of a project using Dali's ParanoicCritical Method and is thus inviting the viewer to devise his or her own
tale around it.
.Sonja Kastner, The Departure (2021). Oil on board, 80cm X 60cm,
framed.

TARYN JAMES
BIOGRAPHY

Taryn James is a Psychological Counsellor in private
practice. Her Rondebosch studio is both an art and
therapeutic space, reflecting her philosophy that
negotiating life’s hard places (often without a map) is a
deeply creative act. She sees her therapeutic and art
practices as inextricably linked. Her interest in people
and story is reflected in an eclectic career that includes
stretches as Reporter, Photographer, Researcher,
Writer, Illustrator and Talk Radio Producer before
qualifying as a Psychological Counsellor in 2006. Taryn
has no formal art training - art has been a form of
expression since her ‘culturally naive’ mining town
childhood and remains an exploratory and
experimental process. She shifts between landscape
and figurative work, exploring themes both abstractly
and representationally in oils, collage and mixed
media. As a member of SASA she has exhibited at
Kirstenbosch Annual and Merit Exhibitions. Her work is
in private collections in South Africa, Germany and the
USA .
Taryn James, Alienato Mentis l (2019). Oil on
board, 30cm x 40cm, framed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
I’m inspired by story, language, moments of visual dissonance and
emotional and psychological collision. I use sketches, personal notes and
photographs, ephemera and found objects as resources. My studio is an
exploratory and sense-making space, allowing curiosity, research,
experiment and accident. I work with oils, mixed media, collage, digital art
and assemblage - usually beginning quickly and intuitively - then obliterating
and finally pushing through resistance to engage with the work until it finds
its way back to me. A bit like life. These paintings are from a series I did
while negotiating the bewildering landscape of my mother’s unravelling
through dementia. She wrote compulsively, became fiercely attached to
some things and detached from others as her language, understanding and
shared meaning slipped away. I tried to capture the tension between trying
to make sense of no-sense and radically accepting the unknowability of her
dementia. From the inside and the outside.

Taryn James, Alienato Mentis lI (2019). Oil on board, 30cm x 40cm, framed.
Taryn James, Here, Not Here (2019). Oil on board, 30cm x 40cm, framed.

TERESA TRUDA

BIOGRAPHY
Teresa was born in Johannesburg, and now resides in the Paarl-Franschhoek valley. She holds
a National Higher diploma from the School of Art and Design, Witwatersrand Technikon. She
worked in both the domestic and corporate sectors, which included the planning and
designing of turnkey projects. Teresa works from her home studio, although on occasion, is
painting outdoor murals for Call2Care; an NPO working in underprivileged schools in and
around Cape Town. Teresa showcased her botanically themed graphic illustrations at the
Franschhoek Art Festival, in March 2018. She featured in the September 2019 “Nostalgia”
publication of the Ideas Magazine for her illustration and documentary project called
#100daysofawakeningtheancestors. Teresa enjoys exploring all mediums, however, her
current love of photography, oil painting and her daily practice of watercolour sketching
takes precedent. All the while, she marvels at the miniscule and mundane, in everyday life.
ARTIST’S STATEMENT:
Stars on my Table originated from a beautiful floral specimen which I wished to capture. I
enjoy painting personal items and treasured heirlooms in my still lifes; striving for an
element of nostalgia which is a recurring theme throughout my work. My use of nostalgia
draws in the viewer by embracing recognisable objects that might resonate with them. In
this still life the nostalgic takes the guise of the green vessel. My work reflects the colours
found in the landscapes surrounding me. I gain just as much enjoyment from setting up the
still life as I do from the painting process. My design background strongly influences my
decisions and compositions. Working from life is vital to me as an artist and, in doing so, I
hope to create art that inspires interesting forms, shadows and a good dose of the
whimsical. I strive for aesthetic simplicity in my art, inspired by the beauty of my natural
surroundings.

Teresa Truda, Stars on my Table (2019), Oil on Canvas, 60cm x 50cm, unframed.

TERRY ZOELLER
BIOGRAPHY

Terry Zoeller spent most of her childhood in
Rustenburg near the Magaliesberg Mountains.
She completed a B.A. at Witwatersrand University,
Johannesburg and a teaching diploma in English
and Guidance through Unisa. She currently lives in
Plettenberg Bay pursuing her art career, teaching
and artmaking, built on an earlier paint
techniques/mural business, previous courses at the
Johannesburg Art Foundation and numerous
workshops, the most influential being with Prof.
Gregory Kerr and Prof. Elfriede Dreyer. Her work
explores the subtleties of her personal iconography
and life experience from dark to light and all that
lies in between in the media of charcoal, pastel, oil
and acrylic and collage. She has exhibited in a
number of group exhibitions, . Local Identity (2017)
curated by Prof. Elfriede Dreyer
Vuurdans, KKNK, (2018) curated by Prof Elfriede
Dreyer and Plett Arts Festival (2021).
Terry Zoeller, Gifts for Mama (2020). Oil on canvas,
70cm x 96cm, unframed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
I explore all sides of my life, responding to the various
shades that these project. What
shows up in my work may include frailties,
vulnerability, quirkiness, dreams, joy and
empowerment, loss and renewal, fragmentation and
environmental beauty and destruction.
Currently I’m delving into the age old question “Who
am I” by searching into personal
memory and trying to examine my likes and dislikes. I
am influenced by teachers and artists who focus on
the playful side of creating juxtaposed with a critical
view and not being too bound by expectation.
Technical process intrigues me and determines the
result of what style, colour and form emerges. It often
feels chameleon like in the outcome. I work mostly in
charcoal, soft pastel, oils and acrylics, collage , mixed
media, monotype and experimenting with reclaimed
work . In my work, I focus on personal iconography
attempting to portray it in an imaginative way very
often using a multi-layered approach.
Terry
Zoeller, Lady in Landscape (2020). Oil on canvas,
.
60cm x 75cm, unframed.

TRACY WITELSON
BIOGRAPHY

Tracy Witelson lives in Johannesburg where she studied Art Education
during the “golden age” of art teacher training at JCE and taught
formally at a primary school for 12 years. Twenty-one years ago, she
opened a small teaching studio where she continues to work, dividing
her time between teaching and making her own art. She has
participated in a number of Group shows over the years, holding her
first solo show of embellished etchings and clay relief works in 2020.
She uses a variety of materials and enjoys the intersections between
sculptural and 2-dimensional pieces. Her work is often metaphorical.

Tracy Witelson, The Sweet Potato couple (2019). Oil on board,
49,2cm X 37,2cm, framed.

ARTIST STATEMENT:
I painted “The Sweet Potato Series” paintings in 2019 for Greg
Kerr’s ‘Cotan on Stage’ workshop in Johannesburg. I chose the
sweet potato as a prop for my two sculptured wire and paper
figures which along with garden fruits, populated an apple box,
the inside of which was painted black for dramatic effect. The
sweet potato was the perfect size to perform the function of a
sofa for my two figures. After a while, happy in my makeshift
box, the sweet potato began to grow and the fine stems and
leaves reminded me of the work of Hieronymus Bosch. I was
intrigued and documented the potato as it wound its way
around my sculptures, offering new lines and shapes to
accompany my hanging Cotan fruits. The photos became the
references for six paintings. The Intaglio technique provided
wonderful textures. The emerging works are somewhat
whimsical and quite bijou.

Tracy Witelson, The Sweet Potato Sofa (2019). Oil on board,
49,2cm x 37,2cm,framed.

Tracy Witelson, The Sweet Potato Girl
(2019). Oil on board,37,2cm x 49,2cm,
framed.

VERONICA REID
BIOGRAPHY

Veronica Reid is a Cape Town based artist, who studied Graphic Design (1966-69 ) and
worked in that field for a few years. Her attention was then on family, before following her
love for drawing and painting. Initially painting with watercolour, she now works primarily
in pastel and oil. She paints scenes from nature, but her focus is on portraiture and figure
studies. As a member of the Artist's Cooperative, she attends weekly life drawing sessions.
She has enjoyed workshops with Greg Kerr. A Fellow of SASA ( South African Society of
Artists ), she regularly exhibits in their Annual and Merit exhibitions. Also exhibits with
Art.b, Rust en Vrede Gallery and the Cape Gallery. Veronica achieved Top 100 finalist in the
Sanlam Portrait Award in 3013 and 2015, Top 40 finalist in 2017 and 2019.
ARTIST STATEMENT:
Although I often paint everyday subjects, the creative process takes me out of everyday life,
to a place of escape and concentration. I try to express what captures me or amuses me
about what I see. I have no fixed formula, and in the end, the painting speaks for itself.
Although my painting style has been described as painterly and naturalistic, my work
evokes emotion without sitting firmly in the expressionist tenet. The response it evokes
from the viewer varies greatly, veering from whimsy to tenderness. Thematically my work
focuses on the beautiful and good in everyday life.
Veronica Reid, The Intruder - After Chardin (2016). Oil on canvas, 30,5cm x 22cm,
unframed.

Veronica Reid, Teatime(2016).
Oil on canvas, 74cm x 95cm,
unframed.

Veronica Reid, The Search Party
(2016). Oil on canvas, 71cm x
90cm, unframed
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